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Theatre Centre creates powerful productions and projects which empower 
young leadership and youth activism. We commission and produce plays 
from contemporary writers to tour nationally into schools and venues, 
making the arts accessible to all young people wherever they live and 
whatever their circumstances. 

Theatre Centre is the longest established touring company in the UK, 
dedicated to developing and diversifying new writing for young audiences. 
We have supported the early careers of many acclaimed writers, including 
Noël Greig, Bryony Lavery, Charles Way, Lin Coghlan and Lisa Evans. 

The Brian Way Award is named in memory of our founder Brian Way, who 
established Theatre Centre in 1953. Brian was a pioneering figure of 
schools touring and is still hailed globally as the seminal influence on the 
educational theatre movement. 

This year we are inviting professional playwrights to apply to The Brian 
Way Award with a treatment for a new play on the theme of Treaty, aimed 
at ages 13+. 

We encourage writers to interpret the theme in unique, forward-thinking 
ways, revealing stories that are hidden or uncovering voices that are 
unheard. As with all Theatre Centre commissions, we are looking for work 
that nurtures empathy, encourages conversation and galvanises activism 
among young audiences. 

We are also eager to receive submissions from talent across the sector. 
You do no need to have written work for young audiences before, but we 
do ask you to be able to demonstrate an interest in exploring this field. 



who we've worked with
Whether it realises it or not, Theatre Centre helped me find my writer's 
voice. Nothing excites me more than when I am writing a play for 
them.

- ROY WILLIAMS

- sABRINA MAHFOUZ

- cHINOnyerem oDIMBA

My residency with Theatre Centre enabled a major turning point in 
my approach to writing. The experience opened my mind to new 
ways of thinking about how plays are imagined, presented and 
experienced. It was a rare opportunity to have the time and support 
to identify my creative assumptions and pursue originality in both 
form and content.

- ALEX BULMER

Watching 100s of teenagers react to Layla's Room in their own school 
hall was one of the most exciting moments of my professional life. 
Theatre Centre present a rare and precious opportunity to take 
brilliantly produced theatre to young people all over the country, often 
challenging their perspectives and in turn being challenged by their 
feedback and responses.

Writing for Theatre Centre has been one of the highlights of my life as a 
playwright. Working in a team of people that truly understand their 
audience, but are always looking for new ways to engage and challenge 
that audience has been very exciting. Twist is a play I am very proud of 
because it was born out of a truly wonderful collaboration. Can't wait to 
work with them again!



Who we're looking for
Ambitious, visionary and diverse playwrights 
Writers who can demonstrate interest in creating work for young people 
(no experience of writing theatre for young audiences is required) 
Proven track record of professional experience
Ability to deliver a full length script within 16 months (commissioned in 
April 2018, show to tour Sept – Nov 2019)

Inventive interpretations on the theme of ‘Treaty’ 
Local stories set against a global landscape 
Plays that make meaning of the contemporary world and interrogate the 
future of our country 
60 minute plays with casts no bigger than 4 actors 
Plays suitable for a secondary school audience (ages 13 – 18) 
Plays that can be toured to both venues and educational settings 

what we're looking for

what we're offering
Script development support from Theatre Centre’s Artistic Director and 
a Dramaturg
Research & Development workshops 
Access to young people to help develop a narrative that is relevant, 
timely and puts young people at the heart of the work
A full professional and paid commission resulting in a 10 week national 
tour to schools and venues in 2019 



how to apply
Submissions to The Brian Way Award open on Thursday 4th January 
and close at midday on Friday 16th February. 

We ask for you to submit: 
An expression of interest exploring why your writing would excite and 
benefit the TYA sector (no more than 300 words)
A Writer's CV
A Treatment on the theme of Treaty (no more than 2 pages long)
10 pages of an existing script that best showcases your talent (does 
not need to be a play for young people)
An Equal Opportunities Form

Please email your submission with The Brian Way Award as the subject 
line to admin@theatre-centre.co.uk 

the submission process
We will select a shortlist of candidates by Friday 2nd March 2018
Meetings to discuss your treatment and desire to work with 
Theatre Centre will be held week commencing 12th March 2018
One commission will be selected in April 2018 

Terms and Conditions 
If Theatre Centre feel that the submissions received are not suitable for production, we reserve the 
right to select no winner of The Brian Way Award. By submitting to The Brian Way Award, you agree, 
if shortlisted, for us to use your name in promotional materials. Commission will be in line with 
ITC/WGGB minimum terms and conditions.

If you have any questions regarding The Brian Way Award, please email 
admin@theatre-centre.co.uk 
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